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A true zombie apocalypse, Left 4 Dead 2 (L4D2) is a highly regarded sequel to the winner of many
awards, Left 4 Dead the best cooperative game of 2008. In this co-operative first-person horror
shooter, you and your friends will go through five large campaigns through cities, swamps and
cemeteries of the southern United States, from Savannah to New Orleans. You have to play for one
of the four new survivors, using a variety of furious guns to fight the enemies, including updated
copies from the first part of the game. In addition, you can pour your aggression on those infected
with terrible melee weapons, such as a chainsaw, ax and death pan. You will have to use all these
toys against three terribly scary new special infected ones (or they will already be used against
you). In addition, you will be able to meet with five non-standard ordinary zombies, including the
frightening Gryazevik. The new director takes the addictive gameplay of the first part of the game to
a new level. Now he can change the weather, the path of passage, not to mention the number of
enemies, effects, sounds and other things that will correspond to your level of play. Each time, L4D2
will test you in a new way, changing your approach and adapting to the style of your game. It will
take a while to download all the files from steam (like all the ads which are also sent back to steam
servers) so just go to the net to watch a movie or surf online. Once done, click on the L4D2 icon and
tell your server where to put the files and click on connect. When this download is finished, choose
Steam to load into the game and play. Now that the installation has been done, set the server back
to Offline Mode (the red dot with a F) and you are ready to play! L4D2 does take a lot of disk space
though, so be sure to have some extra space on you drive if you want to play multiplayer!
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of course, the best part of this game is the various maps. and today it is no time to talk about only
maps, but it is about the current maps, which were changed in recent years. lighthouse is, for

example, full of nature, but there is also a replica of a house. the biggest and beautiful maps are the
graveyard survival map, an unselected process with a lot of different obstacles, and the sandbox

map, where the developers have to show an attack for the tank survivors, depending on the
progress in the survival campaign . in this campaign, you will play through ten well-known levels.
the bulk of this title is about the survival mode. special infected: this type of infected is really big,

and it is used for defense. if he sees a player separated from their group, he splits the group.
although this is great, but he also is very slow. it has advantages and disadvantages. you can use it
to help you escape from a small group of survivors. missile spitter: this is a special infected, because
he is the representative of the second wave of infected. players can defend against him by firing the

9mm pistol at him. it will be really difficult to kill a missile spitter if you have a weapon of a high
damage. spitter: regular spitter. this is, unfortunately, not so famous infected. he simply plays the
role of the traditional infected. it is a strong enemy and very aggressive, moving from the corner in

the corner. marshal: marshal. if you find yourself in the scenario, you have to fight it using the
melee attack. the stronger he becomes, the less time you have. if you are the last survivor of the

group, he will kill you immediately. but if you have a weapon breacher pack, you can grab his
weapon, and he will be defeated very fast. 5ec8ef588b
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